Abstract. In this note we show that if two Toeplitz operators on a Bergman space of the (Levi) pseudoconvex domain commute and the symbol of one of them is analytic and non-constant, then the other one is also analytic. This gives an affirmative answer of a problem of S. Axler, Z. Cuckovic and N. V. Rao (1999) .
Introduction
Let Ω be a domain in C n and dV n denote the Lebesgue measure on Ω. The Bergman space L 
a (Ω)). In the case of the Hardy space of the unit circle, Brown and Halmos [3] proved the following theorem. (1) either both symbols are analytic, (2) both symbols are conjugate analytic, or (3) aϕ + bψ is constant for some constants a, b not both 0.
Theorem 1. If the Toeplitz operators T ϕ and T ψ commute on the Hardy space, then
Cowen [4] and Thomson [8] , [9] Their proof depends on the following approximation theorem due to Bishop [2] . 
GUANGFU CAO
In the paper [1] , the authors posed the following problem.
Problem.
What is the situation on Bergman space in higher dimensions?
For the general domains, the problem has a negative answer. The main result [7] gives that on the bidisk D 2 , T z 1 commutes with T z 2 on the Bergman space. Hence the problem depends deeply on the geometric structure of domains. There are two great differences between one complex variable and several complex variables for handling the problem:
(1) If ϕ is an analytic function on the unit disk D, then for any λ ∈ C, {z | ϕ(z) = λ} has no limit point in D. However, if ϕ is an analytic function on the unit ball B n , then for any
(2) In the case of a domain for several complex variables, if f is a (p, q)-form with C ∞ -coefficients on the domain which satisfies∂f = 0, there may be no (p, q−1)-form g such that∂g = f. In general, one needs the domain to be at least pseudoconvex. Here we say that Ω is (Levi) pseudoconvex if Ω C n has C 2 -boundary (where Ω C n means that Ω is relatively compact in C n ; that is, the closureΩ of Ω is a compact subset of C n ) i.e., there is a defining function ρ on a neighborhood W of ∂Ω so that ρ is of class
, and grad ρ = 0 on ∂Ω, where grad ρ denotes the gradient of ρ, and for each z ∈ ∂Ω and each
for any defining function ρ for Ω. For more details about pseudoconvex domains, see [5] . The key to solving the problem is to establish an analogue of Bishop's theorem in higher dimension. In the present note, we obtain a weak form of Bishop's theorem in the case of C n , and hence give an affirmative answer to the problem of Axler, Cuckovic and Rao.
Main result
In this section we will state and prove the main result in the paper. First we need the following lemma, which is Corollary 4.6.12 in [5] .
The (p, q) form f satisfying∂f = 0 is also called a close (p, q) form. The following theorem extends Bishop's theorem [2] to pseudoconvex domains in C n in a weak form. But it is good enough for us to solve the problem of Axler, Cuckovic and Rao.
For any bounded pseudoconvex domain Ω in
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Proof. Take g in C(Ω) and assume that ϕ is non-constant on Ω. We will show that g is contained in L 
, we see easily that there exists g λε ∈ C ∞ (Ω) such that
Obviously,∂ g λε ϕ−λ is a (0,1)-form with C ∞ -coefficients and supp(∂
Let Ω δ be a pseudoconvex domain containing Ω such that g λε is well defined on Ω δ (such a δ exists because g λε ∈ C ∞ (Ω). In fact, if ρ is the defining function for Ω, then we may choose δ sufficiently small so that ρ δ = ρ − δ is the defining function for Ω δ ). Note∂ 
, and take a partition of unity
(where χ E denotes the characteristic function of the set E), and
On the other hand,
Further
a (Ω) [φ] , to complete the proof.
We are ready to prove our main result.
Theorem 6.
If ϕ is a non-constant bounded analytic function on Ω, and ψ is a bounded measurable function on Ω such that T ϕ and T ψ commute, then ψ is analytic. Proof. Our proof is similar to that in [1] . Suppose ϕ is a non-constant bounded analytic function on Ω, and ψ is a bounded measurable function on Ω such that
. For a non-negative integer n, an easy calculation gives T ϕ n T ψ 1 = ϕ n P (f + u) = ϕ n f and T ψ T ϕ n 1 = P (fϕ n + uϕ n ) = fϕ n + P (uϕ n ).
Since T ϕ T ψ = T ψ T ϕ , by induction, we obtain easily that
Thus P (uϕ n ) = 0. Consequently, if h ∈ L 
